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Let the kp-variate random vector X be partitioned into k subvectors Xi of dimen-
sion p each, and let the covariance matrix 9 of X be partitioned analogously into
submatrices 9ij . The common principal component (CPC) model for dependent
random vectors assumes the existence of an orthogonal p by p matrix ; such that
;t9ij ; is diagonal for all (i, j ). After a formal definition of the model, normal theory
maximum likelihood estimators are obtained. The asymptotic theory for the
estimated orthogonal matrix is derived by a new technique of choosing proper sub-
sets of functionally independent parameters.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Principal component analysis as originally developed by Pearson (1901),
Hotelling (1933), and Anderson (1963) is a one sample method. It is based
on a reparameterization of a single covariance matrix 9, the new parameters
being the eigenvectors ;1 , ..., ;p and the eigenvalues *1 , ..., *p of 9.
In recent years principal components have gone through some
new developments which can be divided into three main categories:
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(1) generalizations to several groups (Flury, 1988; Krzanowski, 1979),
(2) nonlinear techniques (Gnanadesikan and Wilk, 1969; Gnanadesikan,
1977; Donnell et al., 1994; Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989; Tibshirani, 1992), and
(3) the use of principal components in other areas like discriminant
analysis (Flury and Schmid, 1992), cluster analysis (Tarpey et al., 1995),
and regression analysis (Gunst and Mason, 1977; Mansfield et al., 1977).
This paper explores yet a new direction by relating principal components
to patterned covariance matrices which arise whenever an inherent struc-
ture among variables is present. Although the dimension of the parameter
space is often considerably reduced by the imposed constraints, estimation
of patterned covariance matrices can be a difficult problem.
The model suggested here relies on the common principal component
(CPC) model of Flury (1988). The CPC model assumes that the covariance
matrices 91 , ..., 9k of k independent groups can be diagonalized simul-
taneously by a common orthogonal matrix ;, i.e., 9i=;4i ;
t,i=1, ..., k.
The CPC model was motivated by biometrical applications, where a pat-
tern of similar principal components but possibly different variances for dif-
ferent species can be observed quite frequently.
The current paper discusses a common principal component model for
the situation where the assumption of independence between the k groups
is violated. This situation arises for example in twin studies or in the con-
text of repeated measurements, where p measurements on the same unit are
taken at k different points in time.
We assume that the random vector X is partitioned into k parts of
dimension p each,
X=[X t1 , X
t
2 , ..., X
t
k]
t,
where each Xi is p-variate. Assuming that the first two moments exist, the
mean vector and covariance matrix of X are partitioned analogously,
E[X]=[+ t1 , +
t
2 , ..., +
t
k]
t,
and
911 } } } 91k
Cov[X]=9=[9ij] i, j=1, ..., k=_ b . . . b & .9k1 } } } 9kk
Definition 1.1. The partitioned kpvariate random vector X with
covariance matrix
9=[9ij] i, j=1, ..., k
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satisfies the common principal component (CPC) model for dependent
random vectors if there exists an orthogonal p by p matrix ;=[;1 , ..., ;p]
such that
;t9ij ;=4ij=diag (* ij, 1 , ..., *ij, p)
is diagonal for all pairs (i , j), i, j=1, ..., k.
An application of this model was presented by Klingenberg et al. (1996)
where morphometric data on 88 female water striders, available for p=4
variables in k=6 discrete growth stages, were analyzed. The CPC model
was mainly motivated by the fact that the orthogonal matrices arising from
the spectral decompositions of the diagonal blocks Sii (i=1, ..., 6) were
close to each other. For a detailed analysis see Klingenberg et al. (1996).
For further motivation see Flury and Neuenschwander (1995a).
However, it is not clear why one would want to model the off-diagonal
blocks Sij (i{j ) using the same orthogonal matrix. Besides the argument of
parsimony, some motivation for this assumption arises from the principle
of maximum entropy, introduced by Good (1963), which suggests enter-
taining the null hypothesis that has the maximum entropy (subject to some
a priori constraints). We present this idea for k=2 now: Assume that 9ii
have common principal components, i.e., 9ii=;4ii;t (i=1, 2). Without
loss of generality assume that 911 and 922 are both diagonal. The question
then arises: under which choice of off-diagonal elements in 912 does the
random vector X have maximum entropy? Under normality assumptions,
the answer is the CPC model for dependent random vectors. For Xt
N2p(+, 9), the entropy is H(X)= p log(2?)+ p+log det 92 (Kullback,
1959). By a straightforward generalization of Hadamard’s inequality for
positive definite matrices, we have
det _911921
912
922&det _
911
diag 921
diag 912
922 & ,
with equality exactly if 912 is diagonal too. The proof for arbitrary k is
analogous.
The results in this paper are derived under the assumption that X follows
a multivariate normal distribution with parameters + and 9. Since the
CPC model relates to the covariance matrix but not to the mean vector, we
focus on 9 only. Thus, starting with a sample of size N, we reduce it by
sufficiency to the sample covariance matrix S=[S ij]i , j=1, ..., k , which is dis-
tributed as Wishart with n=N&1 degrees of freedom and scale matrix
9n. In Section 2 the maximum likelihood estimators of ; and 4ij
(i, j=1, ..., k) are derived, and Section 3 deals with their asymptotic dis-
tribution.
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2. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In the setup of Section 1, the log-likelihood function is given by
l(9)=C&
n
2
[log det 9+tr(9&1S)],
where the constant C does not depend on 9. We are going to present two
versions of the log-likelihood function, which will simplify further calcula-
tions considerably. First note that the CPC model for dependent ran-
dom vectors can be written as 9=B4Bt, where B :=Ik ; and 4 :=
[4ij] i, j=1, ..., k . Using the parameterization in ; and 4, the log-likelihood
funtion can be written as
l(;, 4)=C&
n
2
[log det 4+tr(4&1BtSB)].
We further define 4h* :=(*ij, h) i, j=1, ..., k (h=1, ..., p) and 4* :=bdiag
[4h*]h=1, ..., p . Here we use bdiag to denote the block-diagonal operator
41* 0 } } } 0
bdiag [4h*]h=1, ..., p=_ 0 42* } } } 0 &b b . . . b0 0 } } } 4p*
Then
4*=I( p, k) 4I
t
( p, k)=I( p, k)4I(k, p) ,
where I( p, k) is a commutation matrix (Henderson and Searle, 1979). By
the diagonality of 4* we have 4*&1=bdiag [4h*
&1]h=1, ..., p , but also, by
the orthogonality of the commutation matrix, 4*&1=I( p, k) 4
&1I(k, p) .
Using the notation 4&1=[4ij] i, j=1, ..., k for the inverse of 4, we see that all
4ij are diagonal, 4ij=diag(*ij, 1, ..., *ij, p)(i, j=1, ..., k), and it follows that
*ij, h=(4h*&1) ij (i, j=1, ..., k ; h=1, ..., p). For the terms in the log-likelihood
function related to the determinant and the trace, we obtain
det 4=det 4*= ‘
p
h=1
det 4h*
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and
tr[4&1BtSB]=tr[4*&1I( p, k)BtSBI(k, p)]
=tr[4*&1Z]= :
p
h=1
tr[4h*
&1 Zhh],
where
Z :=[Zhg]h, g=1, ..., p=I( p, k)BtSBI(k, p)
and Zhg :=(; th Sij;g) i , j=1, ..., k (h, g=1, ..., p). Finally,
tr(4&1BtSB)= :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
tr(4 ji;tS ij;)= :
p
h=1
:
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
*ij, h; th Sij;h .
We summarize the results in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. In the CPC model for dependent random vectors, the follow-
ing two versions of the likelihood function are equivalent:
(a) l(4, ;)=C&
n
2
[log det 4+tr(4&1BtSB)]
=C&
n
2 _log det 4+ :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
tr(4 ji ;tS ij;)& ,
and
(b) l*(4*, ;)=C&
n
2
[log det 4*+tr(4*&1Z)]
=C&
n
2 _ :
p
h=1
log det 4h*
&1+ :
p
h=1
tr(4h*
&1 Zhh)],
where 4*=I( p, k) 4I(k, p) and Z=I( p, k)BtSBI(k, p) .
We refer to (a) and (b) as the standard and the dual log-likelihood func-
tions, respectively.
When deriving an equation system for the maximum likelihood
estimators of 4 and ;, we will tacitly assume that all eigenvectors ;h
(h=1, ..., p) are well defined, i.e., we exclude the case of simultaneous
sphericity. For the derivatives with respect to the elements of 4 we use the
dual log-likelihood function and Lemma A.4. We obtain
l*(4*, ;)
4h*
&1 =0 24h*&diag 4h*&2Zhh+diag Zhh=0 h=1, ..., p,
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which implies *ij, h=; th S ij;h(i, j=1, ..., k; h=1, ..., p). For the derivatives
with respect to the orthogonal matrix ; we need a lemma whose proof is
given in Appendix C.
Lemma 2.2. Let Cj be diagonal matrices, Cj=diag(cj1 , ..., cjp), and let Aj
be p by p matrices, j=1, ..., J. Moreover, let ;=[;1 , ..., ;p] be an orthogonal
p by p matrix. Then the stationary points of the function
f (;)= :
J
j=1
tr[Cj;
tAj;]
are the solutions to
;tm _ :
J
j=1
(cjl&cjm)(A j+A tj)& ;l=0
for all l, m=1, ..., p (l{m).
Applying Lemma 2.2 to the loglikelihood function leads to the follow-
ing theorem.
Theorem 2.3. In the CPC model for dependent random vectors, the max-
imum likelihood estimators 4 and ; are solutions of the equation system
;tm _ :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
(*ij, l&* ij, m)(Sij+Sji)& ;l=0
and
*ij, h=; th Sij;h
for l, m=1, ..., p (l{m), ;=[;1 , ..., ;p] orthogonal, where the *ij, h are the
elements of 4ij in 4&1=[4ij] i, j=1, ..., k (i, j=1, ..., k, h=1, ..., p).
For the numerical computation of the maximum likelihood estimators
an algorithm developed by Flury and Neuenschwander (1995b) is available.
3. ASYMPTOTIC THEORY
In this section we derive the asymptotic distribution of the maximum
likelihood estimators of Section 2. We use the well known result that under
suitable regularity conditions the asymptotic distribution of - n(% n&%) is
multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix nI&1n (%)
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(Serfling, 1980). Here % n denotes the maximum likelihood estimator of the
parameter vector % and In(%) is the information matrix.
The derivation of the asymptotic distribution of ; differs from the classi-
cal approaches used by Anderson (1963) and Flury (1988). We only use
p( p&1)2 functionally independent elements of ;, denoted by the vector
;*. This is the largest number of elements in ; such that the asymptotic
covariance matrix of the corresponding maximum likelihood estimators
remains nonsingular. It should be noted, however, that ;* does not deter-
mine ; completely, but rather up to finitely many ;’s only. For instance, for
p=2, ;* consists of one element, but there are still four possible ;’s left.
For p=3, there are eight possible versions of ; for a given ;* (consisting
of three elements). Furthermore, we make use of the dual parameter matrix
4* introduced in Section 2. Thus, the parameter vector % is given by
vech 41*
0=_ b & .vech 4p*;*
where ‘‘vech’’ is the vec-half operator (see Appendix A). The information
matrix is partitioned as
In(vech 41*) } } } In(vech 41*, vech 4p*) In(vech 41*, ;*)
In(%)=_ b . . . b b &In(vech 4p*, vech 41*) } } } In(vech 4p*) In(vech 4p*, ;*)In(;*, vech 41*) } } } In(;*, vech 4p*) In(;*)
We shall make extensive use of vec- and vech-operators as well as of the
commutation matrix I( p, p) , the duplication matrix Gp , and the elimination
matrix Hp . Note that different versions of Hp are used by different authors;
in our context we used the approach of Henderson and Searle (1979); see
Appendix A. In fact, the main results of this section depend on the par-
ticular choice of Hp . The following two lemmata will be helpful for further
calculations (for their proofs see Appendix C).
Lemma 3.1. Let Dp :=diag(vec Ip). Then
(i) Hp(2Ip2&Dp)=G
t
p ,
(ii) Hp(Ip2+I( p, p)&Dp)=G tp ,
(iii) Gtp(AA)(Ip2+I( p, p))=2G
t
p(AA),
(iv) Hp(AA)(Ip2+I( p, p))=2Hp(AA).
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Lemma 3.2. Let X be a symmetric p by p matrix with functionally
independent variables (except xij=xji). Then
(i)
 vec X&1
(vec X)t
=&(X&1X&1)(Ip2+I ( p, p)&Dp),
(ii)
 vech X&1
(vech X)t
=&Hp(X
&1X&1) Gp .
We use Lemmata 2.1 and A.4 to obtain
l*(4*, ;)
4h*
&1 =&
n
2
(&24h*+diag 4h*+2Zhh&diag Zhh).
Using vec(diag 4h*)=Dk vec(4h*), it follows that
l*(4*, ;)
 vec 4h*
&1 =
n
2
(2Ik2&Dk) vec 4h*+g(Zhh),
where the vector g(Zhh) does not depend on 4. Consequently,
l*(4*, ;)
 vech 4h*
&1 =
n
2
Hk (2Ik2&Dk) vec 4h*+Hkg(Zhh).
Since the above expression does not depend on 4*m (m{h), it follows that
In(vech 4h*
&1 , vech 4m*
&1)=0.
For the second derivatives, Lemma 3.2 implies
2l*(4*, ;)
 vech 4h*
&1 (vec 4h*
&1) t
=&
n
2
Hk (2Ik2&Dk)(4h*4h*)(Ik2+I(k, k)&Dk).
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1 we obtain
2l*(4*, ;)
 vech 4h*
&1 (vech 4h*
&1)t
=&
n
2
Hk (2Ik2&Dk)
(4h*4h*)(Ik2+I(k, k)&Dk) H
t
k
=&
n
2
G tk (4h*4h*) Gk .
Hence In(vech 4h*
&1)=nG tk (4h*4h*) Gk 2. Using the relation between
the information matrices of two related parameter vectors , and %, namely
In(%)=J
t
,, % In(, ) J,, % , where J denotes the matrix of partial derivatives,
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J,, %=,%t, we obtain the information matrix of 4h* by using Lemmata
3.2(ii), 3.1, and A.3(v),
In(vech 4h*)=
n
2
G tk (4h*
&14h*
&1) Htk G
t
k (4h*4h*
&1)
_GkHk (4h*
&14h*
&1) Gk
=
n
2
G tk (4h*
&1 4h*
&1) Gk .
Next we show that In(vech 4h*, ;*) is zero (h=1, ..., p), which will imply
the asymptotic independence of 4 h* and ; *. We have for an arbitrary
function of ;*, say z=z(;*),

z
;th Sij;h=J
t
;h , z
Sij;h+J
t
;h , z
S ji;h=J
t
;h , z
(Sij+Sji) ;h .
Since Sij is unbiased for 9ij , this implies (for i{j )
E_
2l(4, ;)
*ij, h z &=&
n
2
E _ z ;th(S ij+Sji) ;h&
=&
n
2
[Jt;h , z(9ij+9ji) ;h]=&nJ
t
;h , z
;4ij ;
t;h
=&nJ t;h , z ;4ijeh=&n*ij, h
; th
z
;h=0,
where eh is the vector with 1 in position h, and zero elsewhere, and where
we make use of
0=
1
z
=
;th ;h
z
=2J t;h , z ;h=2
; th
z
;h .
A similar derivation holds for i= j. Thus
n
2
Gtk (4h*
&14h*
&1) Gk } } } 0 0
In(%)=_ b . . . b b & .0 } } } n2 Gtk (4p*&14p*&1) Gk 0
0 } } } 0 In(;*)
Finally, we obtain I&1n (vech 4h*)=2Hk (4h*4h*) H
t
k n.
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Theorem 3.3. In the CPC model for dependent random vectors, the p
random vectors - n(vech 4 h*&vech 4h*), h=1, ..., p, are asymptotically distri-
buted as Nk(k+1)2(0, 7) where
7=2Hk (4h*4h*) H
t
k .
Moreover, they are independent of each other and independent of ; *.
Note that the definition of Hk as given in Appendix A is used in
Theorem 3.3 rather than the definition of Magnus (1988).
For the derivation of the asymptotic distribution of ; *, we need the
following lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix C.
Lemma 3.4. Let ;=[;1 , ..., ;p] be an orthogonal p by p matrix, and
u1 , ..., up scalars, and let U be defined as follows
U :=bdiag[uhIp]h=1, ..., p=diag(u1 , ..., up)Ip .
Assume that ;ml is an element of ;*, and define
b :=vec ; and cml :=
 vec ;
;ml
.
Then
ctml
;*
Ub=&
bt
;*
Ucml .
Using Lemmata 2.1 and A.1, we obtain tr(4ij;tSij;)=b
t (4 ji Sij ) b.
Therefore the first derivative with respect to ;* is given by
l(4, ;)
;*
=&
n
2
:
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
J tb, ;*[(4
ijSij )+(4ijSji )] b.
The rows of J tb, ;* are c
t
ml=b
t;ml . Thus, for the second derivatives, we
obtain
ctml (4
ijSij )b
;*t
=bt (4ij Sji ) Jcml , ;*+c
t
ml (4
ijSij ) Jb, ;*
and
ctml (4
ijSji ) b
;*t
=bt (4 ijSij ) Jcml , ;*+c
t
ml (4
ijSji ) Jb, ;* ,
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respectively. Taking the expectations and using Lemma A.1 yields
E _c
t
ml (4
ijSij ) b
;*t &= bt (4ij9ji ) Jcml , ;*+c tml (4ij 9ij ) Jb, ;*
= (vec(;4ij4
ij ))t Jcml , ;*+c
t
ml (4
ij;4ij ;t) Jb, ;*
=bt (4ij4
ijIp) Jcml , ;*+c
t
ml (4
ij;4 ij ;t) Jb, ;* ,
and we obtain the same result when Sij is replaced by S ji . Since the matrix
4ij 4
ij Ip has the form of U in Lemma 3.4, we have
E _c
t
ml (4
ijSij )b
;*t &=c tml (4ij;4 ij;t) Jb, ;*&c tml (4ij 4ijIp ) Jb, ;* .
Putting all the rows together yields
E _
J tb, ;*(4
ijS ij )b
;*t &=J tb, ;* [(4ij ;4ij ;t)&(4ij4 ijIp)] Jb, ;* .
Hence the information matrix of ;* is given by
In(;*)=n :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
J tb, ;* [(4
ij;4ij;t)&(4ij 4ijIp)] Jb, ;* .
Since
:
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
4 ij4
ij
is the sum of the diagonally placed blocks of 44&1=Ikp , we finally obtain
In(;*)=nJ tb, ;* _ :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
(4ij ;4ij;t)&(kIp Ip)& Jb, ;*
=n
(vec ;)t
;*
(Ip ;) _ :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
(4ij4ij )&kIp2& (Ip ;t)  vec ;;*t .
Theorem 3.5. In the CPC model for dependent random vectors, the
random vector - n(; *&;*) is asymptotically distributed as Np( p&1)2 (0, 7),
where
7&1=
(vec ;)t
;*
(Ip ;) _ :
k
i=1
:
k
j=1
(4ij4ij )&kIp2& (Ip ;t)  vec ;;*t ,
and ;* consists of p( p&1)2 functionally independent elements of ;.
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For a discussion of the term in 7&1 relating to the matrix of derivatives
we refer the reader to Appendix B. Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 may be applied in
the usual way to the construction of confidence regions for parameters and
Wald test statistics.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we study a model of common principal components for
patterned covariance matrices. Similarly to the ordinary CPC model, it
provides a parsimonious parametrization of a ‘‘large’’ covariance matrix,
which allows the investigator to reach simpler conclusions about the
mechanisms of growth (Klingenberg et al., 1996). Further simplification is
achieved by imposing more constraints on the parameter space. For
instance, if we assume that all submatrices 9 ij are proportional to 911 , we
obtain the proportional CPC model
9=R911 ,
where R is a correlation matrix. In an even more restricted parametriza-
tion, R is assumed to have an equicorrelation structure, yielding the equi-
correlation CPC model. Both of these models are studied in detail in
Neuenschwander (1991) and illustrated on anthropometric data. On the
other hand, one might want to relax the assumption of equality of all
eigenvectors, i.e., assume that only some q<p eigenvectors of the 9ij are
common. This leads to a partial CPC model similar to those studied in
Flury (1988). To our knowledge, no results are available yet on partial
CPC models in patterned covariance matrices. Another possible direction
for future research is to study similar models for correlation matrices rather
than covariance matrices.
In all of these models, the basic assumption is the existence of an
orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes all 9ij simultaneously. Much of the
algebraic structure of the CPC model is preserved, however, if the assump-
tion of orthogonality of ; is replaced by nonsingularity, i.e., existence of a
nonsingular matrix ; such that all ;$9ij; are diagonal. This leads to the
model of common canonical variates studied by Neuenschwander and Flury
(1995).
APPENDIX A: RESULTS FROM MATRIX ALGEBRA
We summarize here a few results used in Sections 2 and 3. Useful refe-
rences are Henderson and Searle (1979) and Magnus (1988). The following
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three lemmata deal with vec- and vech-operators, commutation, elimina-
tion, and duplication matrices. For an arbitrary p by q matrix A, the
commutation matrix I( p, q) is defined by vec A
t=I( p, q) vec A, where ‘‘vec’’
transforms the matrix A into a vector by stacking the columns of A onto
each other.
Lemma A.1.
(i) vec(BXC)=(CtB) vec X,
(ii) vec(BC)=(IB) vec C=(Ct I) vec B=(CtB) vec I,
(iii) tr(BCD)=(vec B)t (IC) vec D,
(iv) tr(BXtCXD)=(vec X)t (BtDt C) vec X
=(vec X)t (DBCt) vec X.
Lemma A.2.
(i) I( p, 1)=I(1, p)=Ip ,
(ii) It( p, q)=I(q, p) ,
(iii) I( p, q) I(q, p)=Ipq ,
(iv) BA=I( p, r) (AB) I(s, q) for A( p_q) and B(r_s).
For a symmetric matrix A the vech-operator does the same as ‘‘vec’’ but
uses only the elements aij for ij. The relationship between ‘‘vec’’ and
‘‘vech’’ can be described by the elimination matrix H and the duplication
matrix G as
vech A=Hp vec A and vec A=Gp vech A.
Several choices for defining Hp are possible, depending on how the
elements aij and aji (i{j) are used. For our purpose it was convenient to
use 12 as entries in Hp ; e.g., for p=3 we then have
H3=\
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ .
0 12 0
1
2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 12 0 0 0
1
2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 12 0
1
2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Notice that this definition of the elimination matrix is not the same as in
Magnus (1988), but rather follows Henderson and Searle (1979).
The results of Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.3, and Lemma A.3 depend on this
particular choice of Hp .
Lemma A.3.
(i) HpGp=Ip( p+1)2 ,
(ii) I( p, p) Gp=Gp ,
(iii) HpI( p, p)=Hp ,
(iv) Hp=(G
t
p Gp)
&1 G tp ,
(v) 2GpHp=Ip2+I( p, p) .
The last results relate to derivatives of matrix-valued functions.
Lemma A.4. Let X be a symmetric p by p matrix of functionally
independent variables (except xij=xji ). Then
(a)
X&1
xij
=&X&1 2ij* X
&1,
where 2ij* is 1 in cells (i, j ) and ( j, i ) and 0 otherwise.
(b)
 log det X
X
=2X&1&diag(X&1).
(c) Let A be an arbitrary p by p matrix, then
 tr(XA)
X
=A+At&diag A.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATIVES INVOLVING ORTHOGONAL
MATRICES
For an illustration of Theorem 3.5 we show how the matrix
Jvec ;, ;*=
 vec ;
;*t
is determined by the orthogonality constraints of ;. The case p=3 is
discussed in detail.
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Step 1. We choose p( p&1)2 functionally independent elements of ;.
These elements define the vector ;*. The vector ;c* contains the remaining
elements. For p=3, let
a b d
;=\x c e+y z f
be the orthogonal matrix and let
;*=(x, y, z)$ and ;c*=(a, b, c, d, e, f )$.
Step 2. For i=1, ..., p, j=i, ..., p, the p( p+1)2 orthogonality con-
straints are given by
;ti ;j={1 i= j0 i{ j.
For p=3, the six orthogonality constraints are
; t1 ;1=a
2+x2+ y2=1,
; t1 ;2=ab+xc+ yz=0,
; t1 ;3=ad+xe+ yf =0,
; t2 ;2=b
2+c2+z2=1,
; t2 ;3=bd+ce+zf =0,
; t3 ;3=d
2+e2+ f 2=1.
Step 3. Taking partial derivatives with respect to an arbitrary scalar v
in the orthogonality equations of Step 2 yields
A }
 vec ;
v
=0,
where the matrix A has dimension p( p+1)2 by p2. We note that each row
in A corresponds to a particular orthogonality constraint, and it contains
the elements of one or two columns involved in the orthogonality
constraint. For p=3, we obtain
2aav+2xxv+2yyv=0,
avb+abv+xvc+xcv+ yvz+ yzv=0,
avd+adv+xve+xev+ yv f +yfv=0,
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2bbv+2ccv+2zzv=0,
bvd+bdv+cve+cev+zv f +zfv=0,
2ddv+2eev+2ffv=0,
or, in matrix notation,
2a 2x 2y 0 0 0 0 0 0
b c z a x y 0 0 0
\ d e f 0 0 0 a x y+0 0 0 2b 2c 2z 0 0 00 0 0 d e f b c z
0 0 0 0 0 0 2d 2e 2f
av 0
xv 0
yv 0
bv 0
cv = 0
zv 0
dv 0
ev 0
fv 0
Step 4. Since ;* contains functionally independent elements, we have
;*
;*t
=I p( p&1)2 .
Using this, and substituting successively all the elements in ;* for v, the
equation in Step 3 can be written as
A*
;c*
;*t
=&C.
The matrix A*, p( p+1)2 by p(p+1)2, is the same as A with those
columns deleted that correspond to the elements in ;*. The matrix C
contains the deleted columns. For p=3,
2a 0 0 0 0 0 ax ay az 2x 2y 0
b a x 0 0 0 bx by bz c z y
\ d 0 0 a x y+\ cx cy cz+=&\ e f 0+0 2b 2c 0 0 0 dx dy dz 0 0 2z0 d e b c z ex ey ez 0 0 f
0 0 0 2d 2e 2f fx fy fz 0 0 0
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Step 5. Solving the equation in Step 4 yields ;c* ;*
t=&A*&1C.
Step 6. The matrix  vec ;;*t is now given by including the rows of
;*
;*t
=Ip( p&1)2
in the matrix ;c* ;*
t of Step 5. For p=3, we obtain the matrix
ax ay az
1 0 0
0 1 0
bx by bz
Jvec ; , ;*= cx cy cz .
0 0 1
dx dy dz
ex ey ez
fx fy fz
To find the estimated asymptotic standard deviations of all elements of ;
with the help of Theorem 3.5, we need to choose different versions of ;*.
For p3, three versions are sufficient. One possibility is to choose the
lower triangle, the upper triangle, and the diagonal (plus p( p&3)2 other
elements) of ; . For p=2, it suffices to choose two different elements of the
orthogonal matrix ; .
7. PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We introduce Lagrange multipliers $h and $hg
(h, g=1, ..., p) for the constraints in ;. Using
tr(Cj;
tAj ;)= :
p
h=1
cjh ; th Aj;h ,
and setting the first derivative with respect to ;l equal to zero implies
:
J
j=1
cjl (A j+Atj) ; l&2$l ;l&2 :
h{l
$hl;h=0,
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where we use $lh=$hl . Multiplying from the left by ; tm (m{l ) yields
:
J
j=1
cjl; tm(Aj+A
t
j) ;l=2$ml ,
and similarly
:
J
j=1
cjm; tl (Aj+A
t
j) ;m=2$lm .
Equating the last two expressions gives
;tm _ :
J
j=1
(cjl&cjm)(A j+A tj)& ;l=0.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. (i) Recall that for a symmetric p by p matrix A,
vech A=Hp vec A and vec A=Gp vech A. Thus the p( p+1)2 by p2
matrix Hp is defined as follows: the elements in row (h&1) p&h(h&1)
2+g and columns (h&1) p+g and (g&1) p+h are 1 for h=g and 12 for
h{g (h=1, ..., p; g=h, ..., p), and the other elements are zero. The case is
similar for the p2 by p(p+1)2 matrix Gp : the elements in column (h&1)
p&h(h&1)2+g and rows (h&1) p+g and (g&1) p+h are 1 (h=1, ..., p;
g=h, ..., p), and the other elements are 0.
The matrix 2Ip2&Dp is diagonal with diagonal elements equal to 2
except for positions (h&1) p+h (h=1, ..., p), where the elements equal 1.
Multiplying Hp from the right by 2Ip2&Dp results in multiplying each
column of Hp by the corresponding element of 2Ip2&Dp which is 2 or 1.
But by the structure of Hp this means that each element
1
2 is multiplied by
2 whereas each element 1 is multiplied by 1. It follows that the product
Hp(2Ip2&Dp) has the same structure as Hp except that
1
2 is replaced by 1.
By definition this is exactly the matrix Gtp .
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of (i) and Lemma A.3(iii).
(iii) By Lemma A.2(iii, iv) and Lemma A.3(ii) we have
G tp (AA)(Ip2+I( p, p))=G tp (AA)+G tp (AA) I ( p, p)
=G tp (AA)+G
t
pI( p, p) (AA)
=G tp (AA)+G
t
p (AA)
=2G tp (AA).
(iv) This is the same proof as that in (iii).
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. (i) By Lemma A.4 we have X&1xij=
&X&1 2*ij X
&1, which, by Lemma A.1, implies
 vec X&1
xij
=&vec(X&1 2*ij X&1)=&(X&1X&1) vec 2*ij ,
and
 vec X&1
(vec X)t
=&(X&1X&1)(vec 2*11 , vec 2*21 , ..., vec 2*pp).
Since the elements of 2*ij are zero except for positions (i, j ) and ( j , i ), we
see that
(vec 2*11 , vec 2*21 , ..., vec 2*pp)
=(vec 211 , vec 221 , ..., vec 2pp)+(vec 2
t
11 , vec 2
t
21 , ..., vec 2
t
pp)&Dp ,
where we use 2ij for the matrix with 1 in position ( i, j ), and 0 elsewhere.
By
(vec 211 , vec 221 , ..., vec 2pp)=Ip2 ,
and vec 2tij=I( p, p) vec 2ij , we obtain
 vec X&1
(vec X)t
=&(X&1X&1)(Ip2+I( p, p)&Dp).
(ii) This follows by (i) and Lemma 3.1(ii):
 vec X&1
(vec X)t
=&(X&1X&1)(Ip2+I( p, p)&Dp),
which implies
 vech X&1
(vech X)t
=&Hp (X
&1X&1)(Ip2+I( p, p)&Dp) H tp
=&Hp (X
&1X&1) Gp .
Proof of Lemma 3.4. The structure of U implies
bt Ub= :
p
h=1
uh; th ;h= :
p
h=1
uh ,
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which does not depend on ;*. Consequently bt Ub;*=0. On the other
hand, we have
btUb
;*
=2J tb, ;* Ub=2
bt
;*
Ub,
from which it follows that ctml Ub=0. By taking derivatives again we then
obtain
ctmlUb
;*
=0,
which implies J tcml , ;* Ub+J
t
b, ;* Ucml=0. This is equivalent to
ctml
;*
Ub=&
bt
;*
Ucml .
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